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How could a childhood trauma play itself out through the long-form poetic prose of 
the novel? Could a novel be a psychological study of the post-traumatic extremes 
that the growing up in a fluid female body and mind could go to? Could death give 
a warning signal for writing? Is writing our way of coping with the demons of loss in 
a home where death has its own coat hook and an empty chair at the dinner table – 
for the missing big brother. Where death comes wearing clogs ‘crashing on the 
door-mat every Friday’ because someone ‘forgot’ to cancel the judo magazine 
subscription of your dead brother. Where even the ‘crows in a farmyard are an 
omen of death’. Where the heavens are not a wishing-well but a mass grave. Where 
every star is a dead child and the most beautiful star is your brother’s. How can we 
grow up with so much death? Can we ‘leave the chair in and stare at it as though 
it’s a dead person’? Do ‘people need small problems in order to feel bigger’? 
 
Does a 10-year old girl become an accomplice in the death of their older brother 
just by cursing him into oblivion? Is wishing someone dead a crime? Is pushing 
someone off a step ladder, under a suffocating pillow or down the dyke into the 
deep water and pretending it was their fault a form of pre-meditated attempt at 
murder or an attempt at viscerally re-creating how life slowly glides out of your 
brother? Is imagining the ‘Day of Judgement descending on your parents like a 
jackdaw on its prey’ enough to wish your Mum and Dad dead? Is it like picturing 
your Dad’s head hanging there instead of the space hopper from the rope hoop in 
the cowshed’s ceiling?  
 
Is discomfort a good thing? Could distress unite us more than all the words in the 
Bible? How do we grow up with the burden of the guilt and shame of a rigid 
Christian upbringing? Can we lose God when we find ourselves? Can we grow out 
of our beliefs the way we grow out of our clothes? What happens when these 
clothes prove impossible to take off?  
 
When is domestic violence and animal cruelty perceived as the norm? Who could 
rescue the child wrapped around in their coat as a comfort blanket, as a snail in its 
shell in search of protection? Why is there no one to smooth out the creases in the 
child’s coat and mind? Why is love not within reach? Why are our parents not ‘as 
soft as shortbread just out of the oven’? Where is this mythical strong, handsome 
and kind rescuer to take this ‘complete’, coming of age child to ‘the other side’, to 
save them from this ‘terrible village’ plagued by the double crises of the foot and 
mouth disease and the thin ice on the skating lake?  
 
‘First all we want is sweets, later it’s love.’ ‘What is love?’ A custard bun? A tin of 
coke? Even if you don’t like love at first, ‘it starts to taste better, and sweeter with 
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time.’ Yet why is love often poetically described throughout the novel and even in 
William Shakespeare’s love sonnets through all its opposites including hatred, 
sadness, madness, dirt, death, murder, cruelty, torture? ‘Sadness ends up in your 
spine. Mum’s back is getting more and more bent.’ If asked, can we still reply 
whether we love her by saying ‘I love you from hell to heaven, Mum!’ If only we can 
imagine ourselves to be ‘a meringue biscuit, would we fit perfectly in the bowl of our 
Mum’s hand’. Or better still, imagine ourselves to be the vacuum cleaner which 
Mum is polishing with great love and putting in a new hoover bag at the end of 
every week.   
 
Yet how can we understand the same Mum who says ‘I want to die’. How can we 
understand dying by drowning in the cracked ice while skating? Can we understand 
death through writing about sacrifice and near-death experience? Is it like the 
hurricanes on the news, to which we give names to. We can understand death if 
only we give it a name: Mathies or a novel title: The Discomfort of Evening? Name, 
write and repeat until we understand death and all the comforts and discomforts of 
our celestial bodies? Could we come to terms with death through longing for the 
shade, for darkness? ‘Everything is pitch dark and silent now. Icily silent.’ ‘Like 
containers of minced meat in the freezer. As soon as we take them out and leave 
them unattended, they go off.’ Is death to remain hidden as a secret in the ‘deep-
freeze compartment of our heads’? When does darkness fall in the evening? Is it 
when ‘God knocks over his pot of ink’?  Is it when you imagine ‘pushing your Dad’s 
head into the ink like a fountain pen before writing an ugly sentence with it – or one 
that’s about your brother and how much you miss him?’  
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